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Abstract: Oxide layers on the surface of the aluminum alloys D16 and AMg6 and on arc coatings
sprayed with electrode wires made of the alloys D16 and AMg6 were synthesized using plasma
electrolytic oxidation (PEO). The microstructure, phase composition and micro-hardness of the PEO
layers were studied. In addition to the two main phases (α-Al2O3 and γ-Al2O3), a small amount of
a metastable crystalized Al2.427O3.64 phase was found in their structure. A comparison was made
of the wear resistance and friction coefficients of the synthesized PEO layers during friction tests in
pairs with other PEO layers, a galvanic chromium coating, cast iron, steels and bronze of the BrC30
type. The results of the friction tests for the various PEO layers on aluminum alloys in tribo-contact
with high-hardness elements made of hardened or chrome-plated steel justify the possibility of their
use in a friction pair. We experimentally showed the influence of glycerin additive in motor oil 15W30
on the change in the friction coefficient of the PEO layers synthesized on the aluminum alloys and on
the arc-sprayed coatings on their surfaces in tribocouples with hardened steel.

Keywords: arc-sprayed coatings; plasma electrolytic oxide layers; tribological characteristics

1. Introduction

In many cases, the main reason for the premature failure of machine parts, mechanisms
and metal elements in engineering structures is damage to their surface due to corrosion,
erosion, cavitation or mechanical wear of their working surfaces, often enhanced by the
influence of the technological environment in which they are operated [1–7].

To increase the wear resistance of light alloys, as well as their anti-corrosion protection,
the following technological methods are currently used:

• Galvanic chrome, nickel, zinc or alloy plating, as well as the creation of composite
coatings [8–12],

• Vacuum deposition of coatings [13–15],
• Laser melting of the surface layers with the incorporation of dispersed carbide particles

into the molten layers [16–20],
• The thermal spray coating method [21–28].

All these technological approaches are widely used to protect and restore the dimen-
sions of worn parts.

Plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) is a relatively new type of treatment for hardening
the surface of metallic materials. Its use makes it possible to obtain multifunctional layers
(similar to ceramics) with a unique set of properties. PEO layers have high wear resistance,
corrosion resistance and heat resistance, as well as electrical insulating and decorative
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properties [29–34]. Depending on the chemical composition of the aluminum alloys, PEO
layers with different contents of α, γ, δ and η phases are formed on their surface. The ratio
of these phases in the PEO layers determines their functional properties. In particular, the
content of the α phase in these layers determines their hardness and wear resistance [35–37].
The specific content of certain phases depends on the chemical composition of the alloys
and the parameters of the PEO process [38–41].

The expansion of the functionality of thermally sprayed aluminum coatings after their
modification using PEO processing has already been demonstrated previously [42–48]. For the
same purpose, plasma or cold spray deposition of aluminum coatings is also used [49,50],
and aluminum, steel and titanium are used as the substrates [51–58].

PEO treatment of thermally sprayed aluminum alloy coatings on substrates of alu-
minum, magnesium and titanium alloys allows for the formation of oxide ceramic layers
on their surface [59–64]. Their properties correspond to those of the PEO layers synthesized
on the aluminum alloys. The features and mechanisms of the formation of PEO layers on
phase-inhomogeneous substrates, in particular, composite materials based on aluminum
and other metals, have also been reported [65].

The highest hardness (1460 HV0.1, max. 1600 HV0.1) has been obtained in PEO layers
synthesized on an AlCu4Mg1 coating, which was formed using arc spraying. Its hardness
was 55% higher than an aluminum oxide coating formed using plasma spraying in the
atmosphere (940 HV0.1). X-ray diffraction analysis showed that, as a rule, the lower
hardness of the PEO layer on an aluminum alloy deposited using cold spraying is due to its
lower content of α-Al2O3 [42]. A technological layer forms on the outer surface of the PEO
layer, which has fairly high mechanical properties under wear conditions and provides
good protection against corrosion. Meanwhile, its dense internal (functional) layer has
better corrosion characteristics [66–69].

However, there is still no complete understanding of the features that arise during the
frictional interaction of PEO layers paired with counter bodies made of different materials.
Understanding the patterns of the changes in the tribological characteristics of various
friction systems is important both for their practical use and for studying the nature of the
phenomena accompanying the friction process. Therefore, the purpose of the study was to
study the functional properties (wear resistance, friction coefficients) of synthesized PEO
layers on two aluminum alloys (AMg16 and D16) during their tribo-contact with other
PEO layers, electroplated with chromium, cast iron, steel and BrC30 bronze. In addition,
since the friction process significantly depends on the presence of lubricant in the contact
zone, it is also important to analyze the possibility of reducing the friction coefficient using
lubricant additives.

The research design involves consideration of the following sequence of wear features
in various friction pairs, which is relevant both to practice and to understanding the
nature of the processes responsible for wear. The methodological part briefly describes
the features of the applied methods for hardening the surface layers of aluminum alloys
and certifying their capabilities when working in friction pairs. Then, the structure and
phase composition of the plasma electrolyte oxidation layers synthesized on the surface
of arc spray coatings (ASCs) obtained in the supersonic spraying mode using electrodes
made of the high-strength aluminum alloys FMG6 and D16 were analyzed. The following
also presents the results on the friction coefficients, tribocontact temperature and wear
values for various friction pairs (both direct and reverse friction pairs) when one or both of
their elements contain a PEO layer synthesized on the surface of an ASC deposited in the
supersonic spraying mode using electrodes made of D16 alloys. Next, the possibility of
additionally increasing the wear resistance characteristics of the PEO layers on the ASC by
adding a small amount of glycerin to the working lubricant was analyzed, and results were
presented that suggested the implementation of mass transfer between the elements of the
friction pairs. Finally, conclusions based on the research results are formulated.
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2. Materials and Methods

The arc spray coatings were formed by spraying AMg6, D16 and A0 wires (their
chemical composition is shown in Table 1) onto a D16 alloy substrate using an electric arc
metallizer developed at Karpenko Physico-Mechanical Institute of the National Academy
of Sciences of Ukraine (Figure 1). Their use made it possible to form ASCs with high
adhesion and low porosity [70]. A Laval nozzle was created with two diagonally opposite
air channels, through which the airflow moved at supersonic speed (Mach number was
2). The details of calculating the characteristic dimensions of such a nozzle were described
previously [70,71].

Table 1. Chemical composition of D16, AMg6 and A0 solid wires, wt.%.

Fe Si Mn Cr Ti Al Cu Mg Zn

D16 0.22 0.41 0.85 0.05 0.12 93.11 4.14 1.05 0.05
AMg6 0.32 0.31 0.57 - 0.05 93.25 0.10 6.15 0.15

A0 0.21 0.18 - - - 99.6 0.01 - -
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Figure 1. Schematic cross-section images of the metallizer nozzle for the formation of a supersonic
spraying airflow (front view (a) and top view (b), respectively): 1—air flow, 2—critical section of a
nozzle, 3—melt of electrode materials, 4—metal–air flow, 5—steel substrate with sprayed coating on
the surface, 6—wires, 7—guides along which the electrodes are directed into the arc burning zone,
8—rollers for moving wire.

A TIMEZ-500 rectifier (Paton Welding Institute of the National Academy of Sciencies
of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine) (voltage 30 V, current 150 A) was used to power the electric arc
metallizer. The spraying distance was 120 mm. To increase the surface roughness of the
substrate, the samples were previously treated by using a corundum with a diameter of
2–3 mm.

The tribological characteristics of the PEO layers were studied using an SMC-2
(Karpenko Physico-Mechanical Institute of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
Lviv, Ukraine) tribo-tester (Figure 2), where the “disk-pad” friction pair was used. The
change in the friction coefficient was determined at a sliding speed of 0.67 m/s and specific
loads of 2–10 MPa. To achieve the specific loads of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 MPa used in our study,
the pressing force for the tribopair elements was 330, 660, 990, 1320 and 1650 N, respectively.
The contact area ratio during the friction tests was 0.125. The radial runout of the specimens
did not exceed 0.02 mm.
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Figure 2. Scheme of the device for tribological investigations using the SMC-2 equipment: 1—counter
body (segment), 2—disk specimen, 3—mineral oil; 4—bath for the oil. ADC—analog-to-digital
converter; PC—personal computer.

During the tests, the disk specimen (2), fixed onto the shaft of the equipment, was
rotated at a given speed (300 min−1) and partially immersed in a bath (3) with I-20 mineral
oil. The friction torque was measured using a non-contact inductive sensor mounted
onto the shaft of the equipment. The tribo-heating temperature of the friction pairs was
measured using a chromel–alumel thermocouple mounted onto the counter body (1) at a
distance of 0.5 mm from the friction zone. The electrical signals (in mV) from the inductive
sensor and thermocouple, which characterize the friction torque (necessary to determine the
friction coefficient) and the temperature of the specimen in the vicinity of the contact zone,
were transmitted through an analog-to-digital converter and recorded in the computer
memory. The recording step was 0.2 s. Based on these measurements, the dependencies of
the change in the friction coefficient and temperature during testing were obtained.

In the friction tests, specimens in the form of disks with a diameter of 42 ± 0.02 mm
were used. Specimens in the form of segments were used as the counter bodies. Their
internal diameter corresponded to the external diameter of the disk, and the width of the
friction track formed between the tribocontact elements was 10 ± 0.1 mm. The disks and
counter bodies were made of the D16 and AMg6 alloys, as well as from the same alloys
but after surface hardening. To harden the surface of the alloys D16 and AMg6, either PEO
treatment or complex treatment, consisting of two stages of hardening, was used. First,
ASCs were applied to the working surfaces of the specimens intended for friction testing.
These ASCs were deposited using electrodes made of the D16 alloy (hereafter referred to as
ASC D16) or the AMg6 alloy (ASC AMg6). Then, oxide layers were synthesized on top of
these ASCs on all the specimens using PEO processing. The PEO layers were formed in
the cathodic–anodic mode with a pulsed current of 2 kA/m2 at a ratio of the cathodic to
the anodic currents Ic/Ia = 1 and a duration of synthesis of 120 min. To obtain PEO layers
on the surface of the analyzed specimens, an electrolyte of the following composition was
used: 3 g/l KOH + 2 g/l Na2SiO3.

In addition, to rank the frictional characteristics of the hardened aluminum alloys,
tribological tests were carried out using disks and counter bodies (segments) made from
materials of different hardnesses. They were made from steel with galvanic chrome plating
(hardness of 1050 HV), antifriction gray cast iron ACh-4 (hardness of 250 HV), steel ShKh15
(analog EN: 100Cr6 steel) with hardnesses of 780 HV and 330 HV, bronze BrC30 (analog
CuPb30) with a hardness of 250 HV. Before testing, the surface of the specimens was
polished. The roughness Ra of the specimens with PEO layers was 0.14–0.2 µm, and the
roughness of the other materials was 0.06–0.08 µm.

Before friction testing, all the specimens were subjected to ultrasonic cleaning in ethyl
alcohol, followed by drying in a thermostat at 80 ◦C for 20 min. After the friction tests with
lubricant, the specimens were additionally kept in low-vacuum conditions (near 0.1 Pa)
for 20 min (this is especially important for samples with PEO layers on ASCs) in order
to eliminate residual lubricant from the pores of the coatings. This holding in a vacuum
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was sufficient a since repeated holding did not change the weight of the specimens. After
being kept in vacuum, the specimens were cleaned in ethyl alcohol once more and dried
before weighing.

Frictional wear was assessed according to the weight loss W of the specimens. For
this purpose, all the specimens before and after the friction tests were weighed with an
accuracy of 2 × 10−4 g using an electronic analytical balance of the KERN ABJ 220 4M type
(Balingen, Germany). The wear value of each element in the analyzed friction pair was
determined as the average value from at least three friction tests. The scatter of the data
relative to the average value did not exceed 5%–7%.

X-ray micro-spectral analysis of the structure of the synthesized PEO layers was under-
taken using an EVO 40 XVP (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberhofen, Germany) electron microscope with
an INCA Energy 350 (Oxford Instruments, Wiesbaden, Germany) microanalysis system. A
Bruker D8 DISCOVER (Bruker AXS, Frankfurt am Main, Germany) X-ray diffractometer
with CuKα radiation was used for the phase analysis of the synthesized layers. The content
of the phases in the surface layer was determined according to the X-ray diffraction patterns
using the Rietveld method, using the FullProf software [72–74].

3. Results
3.1. Microstructure of the Analyzed PEO Layers

The typical microstructures in the cross-sections of the coatings are shown in
Figures 3 and 4. In particular, Figure 3 shows the structure of a PEO layer synthesized
on the surface of an ASC, previously deposited on the surface of the D16 alloy (substrate)
using electrodes from the D16 alloy.
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Figure 3. Typical microstructure in cross-section of specimen with PEO layer synthesized on ASC
deposited using D16 wire: 1—technological PEO layer, 2—functional PEO layer, 3—remaining ASC,
4—D16 alloy substrate.

The microstructure of the PEO layers synthesized on the AMg6 and ASK AMg6 alloys
is shown in Figure 4a,c,e. The micro-hardness of the PEO layers on the AMg6 alloy and the
AMg6 ASC surface did not go beyond the range of 1400-1600 HV. The microstructure of
the PEO layers synthesized on the D16 alloy and ASC D16 is presented in Figure 4b,d,f.
Copper inclusions (bright visible light inclusions even at a low resolution) were found in
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the structure of these PEO layers. The micro-hardness of the PEO layers on the alloy D16
and ASC D16 corresponded to the range of 1600–1800 HV.
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Figure 4. Microstructure of PEO synthesized on the surface of AMg6 (a) and D16 (b) alloys, as well as
on the surface of ASC AMg6 (c,e) and ASC D16 (d,f), with sections of samples taken at low (a–d) and
high (e,f) resolution. Red horizontal lines separate technological and functional zones of PEO layers
from each other.

Higher-resolution photographs of the microstructure (Figure 4e,f) were obtained in
the vicinity of the transition between the PEO layers (in the upper part of the photographs)
and ASCs (in the lower part) formed on the AMg6 and D16 alloys using wires made from
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the same alloys. At a high resolution, pores and microcracks appeared in the structure of
the PEO layers (Figure 4e,f). Their appearance is due to the accelerated cooling of molten
aluminum oxide during its synthesis due to the facilitated exchange of the electrolyte along
the ASC pore chains. In the PEO layer on the ASC of the D16 alloy (Figure 4f), cracks
were found filled with molten copper (more than 4 wt.% of which is contained in the D16
aluminum alloy, Table 1). This became possible due to the lower crystallization temperature
of copper (1080 ◦C) compared to synthesized aluminum oxide (2050 ◦C).

3.2. Phase Composition of the PEO Layers on the Surfaces of the ASCs

Using X-ray phase analysis established that the main phases in the synthesized PEO
layers are aluminum oxides with α and γ modifications. In some specimens, in addition
to the two main phases (α-Al2O3 (JCPDS 46-1212) and γ-Al2O3 (JCPDS 47-1308)), a small
amount of the metastable crystalized Al2.427O3.64 phase (JCPDS 79-1559) was presented. In
particular, the PEO layers synthesized on the D16 alloy contained 70% α-Al2O3 and 30%
γ-Al2O3, while the content of these phases in the PEO layer synthesized on the surface
of ASC D16 was 40 and 60%, respectively. The oxide–ceramic layers synthesized on the
AMg6 alloy contained 30% α-Al2O3 and 70% γ-Al2O3, while in the synthesized PEO layer
on ASC AMg6, their content was changed to 18 and 82%, respectively. The content of the
phases in the surface layer was determined from the X-ray diffraction patterns using the
Rietveld method, using the FullProf software.

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the PEO layers synthesized on the D16 and AMg6
alloys and on ASCs onto their surfaces are shown in Figures 5–8. The fitted lattice periods
of the phases found in the PEO layers are given in Table 2.
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—Al2.427O3.64.

Table 2. Lattice periods for phases detected using X-ray phase analysis in PEO layers synthesized on
the ASC D16 and ASC AMg16 surfaces.

Phase SG a b c

α-Al2O3 R-3c 4.75980 4.75980 12.99240
γ-Al2O3 Fd-3m 7.94800 7.94800 7.94800

Al2.427O3.64 C2/m 11.85400 2.90400 5.62200

The results of the X-ray phase analysis confirm that in some samples, in addition to the
two main phases (α-Al2O3 and γ-Al2O3), traces of the metastable crystalized Al2.427O3.64
phase are recorded.
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many combinations of materials used for the manufacture of tribocouple elements. The 
choice of the most effective friction pair is especially important for structurally and 
technologically complex machine elements. After all, the materials used for their manu-
facture, as a rule, cannot be changed. Therefore, it is necessary to select the most effective 
friction pair for a predetermined material with minimal wear of both elements. To this 
end, it is important to operate with information about the expected wear of the selected 
materials during their operation in pairs of direct and reverse friction (as a disk or a 
counter body). In subsequent parts of the paper, differences in the friction characteristics 
will be demonstrated both for a disk made of the D16 alloy with a PEO layer paired with 
different counter bodies and for a counter body made of the same D16 alloy with a PEO 
layer paired with different disks. 

3.3.1. Wear Characteristics of a Disk Made of the D16 Alloy with a PEO Layer Paired with 
Various Counter Bodies (as Direct Friction Pairs) 

The friction coefficients f and tribo-heating temperature T of the friction pairs were 
determined for 15 min during tests in I-20 mineral oil at a specific load of 4 MPa. Figure 
9a makes it possible to compare the coefficients f for friction pairs between a disk made of 
D16 alloy with a PEO layer on its surface and counter bodies made of different materials. 
The lowest average value of the friction coefficient (f = 0.01) was found in the pair be-
tween a disk made of the aluminum alloy D16 with a PEO layer and a steel counter body 
hardened by galvanic chromium plating (Figure 9a, column 1). The f value increased by 
0.013 upon frictional contact of the same disk with a counter body made of ShKh15 steel 
with a hardness of 780 HV (column 2). For the PEO layer on the D16 alloy disk paired 
with the same PEO layer on the counter body surface from the D16 alloy, the f value in-
creased to 0.017 (columns 3). Whereas, during friction with a counter body made of cast 
iron, the friction coefficient increased to 0.02 (column 4). At the same time, during friction 
with the same disk, but with a counter body from ShKh15 steel with a hardness of 330 
HV, it increased by more than an order of magnitude (column 5). For a friction pair be-
tween a PEO layer on the D16 alloy disk and a counter body made of bronze, the coeffi-
cient f increased to a maximum value of 0.2 (column 6). 

—Al2.427O3.64.
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3.3. Tribological Characteristics of the PEO Layers

According to the practice of operating many machines and structures, there are many
combinations of materials used for the manufacture of tribocouple elements. The choice of
the most effective friction pair is especially important for structurally and technologically
complex machine elements. After all, the materials used for their manufacture, as a rule,
cannot be changed. Therefore, it is necessary to select the most effective friction pair for a
predetermined material with minimal wear of both elements. To this end, it is important to
operate with information about the expected wear of the selected materials during their
operation in pairs of direct and reverse friction (as a disk or a counter body). In subsequent
parts of the paper, differences in the friction characteristics will be demonstrated both for a
disk made of the D16 alloy with a PEO layer paired with different counter bodies and for a
counter body made of the same D16 alloy with a PEO layer paired with different disks.

3.3.1. Wear Characteristics of a Disk Made of the D16 Alloy with a PEO Layer Paired with
Various Counter Bodies (as Direct Friction Pairs)

The friction coefficients f and tribo-heating temperature T of the friction pairs were
determined for 15 min during tests in I-20 mineral oil at a specific load of 4 MPa. Figure 9a
makes it possible to compare the coefficients f for friction pairs between a disk made of D16
alloy with a PEO layer on its surface and counter bodies made of different materials. The
lowest average value of the friction coefficient (f = 0.01) was found in the pair between a
disk made of the aluminum alloy D16 with a PEO layer and a steel counter body hardened
by galvanic chromium plating (Figure 9a, column 1). The f value increased by 0.013 upon
frictional contact of the same disk with a counter body made of ShKh15 steel with a
hardness of 780 HV (column 2). For the PEO layer on the D16 alloy disk paired with the
same PEO layer on the counter body surface from the D16 alloy, the f value increased to
0.017 (columns 3). Whereas, during friction with a counter body made of cast iron, the
friction coefficient increased to 0.02 (column 4). At the same time, during friction with
the same disk, but with a counter body from ShKh15 steel with a hardness of 330 HV, it
increased by more than an order of magnitude (column 5). For a friction pair between
a PEO layer on the D16 alloy disk and a counter body made of bronze, the coefficient f
increased to a maximum value of 0.2 (column 6).
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Figure 10. Average values of weight loss W depending on specific load P, determined for various 
counter bodies (segments) made of D16 (1) and AMg6 (2) alloys with PEO layers synthesized on 
their surfaces, as well as with PEO layers on the surface of ASC D16 (3) and ASC AMg6 (4) or made 
of steel with galvanic chromium plating (5), ShKh15 steel, heat-treated to a hardness of 780 HV (6) 
or 330 HV (7), as well as BrC30 bronze (8), obtained after 15 min of friction tests in I-20 mineral oil 
in a tribocouple with a disk made of D16 alloy with a PEO layer. 

Figure 9. Average values of friction coefficients f (a) and temperature T (b) near the tribo-contact
zone, determined after 15 min friction tests in I-20 mineral oil at a specific load P = 4 MPa, for a disk
made of D16 alloy with PEO layer in a tribocouple with various counter bodies made of steel with
galvanic chromium plating (1); steel ShKh15 with 780 HV (2); alloy D16 with PEO layer (3); cast iron
ACh-4 (4); steel ShKh15 with hardness of 330 HV (5); bronze BrC30 (6).

The tribo-heating temperature near the contact zone of the analyzed friction pairs (a
D16 alloy disk with a PEO layer in contact with various counter bodies) changed qual-
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itatively, similarly to the friction coefficient (Figure 9b). The lowest temperature (about
25 ◦C) was recorded in the contact pair with the steel counter body with galvanic chromium
plating (column 1). The temperature near the contact zone between the disk and the counter
body made of steel with a hardness of 780 HV increased up to 30 ◦C (column 2), while it
rose up to 33 and even 50 ◦C in contact with the counter bodies made of the D16 alloy with
a PEO layer and made of cast iron (columns 3, 4). During the contact of the disk with the
counter body made of steel with a hardness of 330 HV, the temperature increased up to
70 ◦C (column 5). The tribo-heating temperature reached a maximum value of 120 ◦C due
to the contact of the D16 alloy disk with the PEO layer and the BrC30 bronze counter body
(column 6).

Figure 10 makes it possible to compare the weight loss W of the various counter bodies
(segments) after their friction tests with a disk made of the D16 alloy with a PEO layer
under various specific loads P.
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Figure 10. Average values of weight loss W depending on specific load P, determined for various
counter bodies (segments) made of D16 (1) and AMg6 (2) alloys with PEO layers synthesized on their
surfaces, as well as with PEO layers on the surface of ASC D16 (3) and ASC AMg6 (4) or made of
steel with galvanic chromium plating (5), ShKh15 steel, heat-treated to a hardness of 780 HV (6) or
330 HV (7), as well as BrC30 bronze (8), obtained after 15 min of friction tests in I-20 mineral oil in a
tribocouple with a disk made of D16 alloy with a PEO layer.

In such friction pairs, the weight loss of the counter body from the BrS-30 bronze was
the greatest (column 8). The wear of the counter body made of steel with a hardness of
330 HV was slightly less than that of the bronze (column 7). Catastrophic wear of the bronze
and the steel with a hardness of 330 HV occurred due to cutting with sharp protrusions
on the PEO layer (due to the relatively high surface roughness), with the formation of a
suspension of micron-sized chips in the oil. However, with an increase in the steel hardness
to 780 HV, the weight loss of the counter body in the friction pair with a PEO layer on the
D16 alloy decreased significantly (column 6). After the testing of the counter body made of
steel with galvanic chromium plating paired with a disk from the D16 alloy with a PEO
layer, its mass loss was the smallest (column 5).

The smallest mass loss of the counter bodies with PEO layers on various substrates
was found for the D16 alloy with a PEO layer paired with a disk made of the same alloy
after PEO treatment (columns 1, Figure 10). The wear of the other variants of counter bodies
with synthesized PEO layers (PEO AMg16, PEO ASC D16, PEO ASC AMg16) was almost
twice as large (columns 2–4) than in the case of both friction elements being made of PEO
D16 (column 1). It was also noted that the weight losses of the counter bodies with PEO
layers of options 2–4 remained practically unchanged with an increase in the specific load
during friction. A slight increase in wear began to appear only at the maximum specific
load of 10 MPa. Whereas, the wear of the counter body with PEO D16 paired with the
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disk made of the D16 alloy with the same PEO layer increased more than 1.5 times with an
increase in the specific stress to 10 MPa (columns 1).

Consequently, PEO treatment of the counter bodies made of both aluminum alloys and
with ASCs on their surface significantly reduced the loss of their mass during friction when
paired with the D16 alloy with a PEO layer (columns 1–4) compared to the low-strength
steel and bronze (columns 7, 8). However, it increased their wear by 2–3 times compared
to the accepted wear standards (high-strength steel and galvanically chrome-plated steel,
columns 5, 6).

3.3.2. Wear Characteristics of a Counter Body Made of the D16 Alloy with a PEO Layer in
Pairs with Various Disks (as Reverse Friction Pairs)

At low specific loads (2–6 MPa), the friction coefficient f changed insignificantly for
all the analyzed friction pairs (Figure 11a). With an increase in the specific load of more
than 6 MPa, the friction coefficient f for friction pairs (1), (2), (3) and (4) increased more
significantly. The coefficient f reached the highest values for friction pairs (3) and (4).
At the same time, this coefficient for friction pair (5) practically did not change with an
increase in the specific load to 10 MPa. In our opinion, the high friction coefficients during
tribo-contact of two surfaces with PEO layers (columns 3 and 4) are due to their high
roughness after grinding (Ra = 0.14–0.20). Whereas, the roughness of the steel with a
galvanic-chromium-plated surface after grinding was significantly less (Ra = 0.08). As a
result, the friction coefficient of friction pair (5) remained low and did not depend on the
value of the specific stress.
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Figure 11. Average values of friction coefficients f (a) and temperature T near the tribo-contact zone
(b), determined in I-20 mineral oil at different values of specific load P after 4 h of friction tests
between a counter body (segment) made of D16 alloy, hardened with a PEO layer, and various disks
made of alloys D16 (1), AMg6 (2), ASC D16 (3) and ASC AMg6 (4) with surface-hardened PEO layers,
as well as steel with galvanic chromium plating (5).

The results show that during the 4 h tests, the temperature T in the vicinity of the
contact zone of friction pair (5) did not depend on the specific load and did not exceed 27 ◦C
(Figure 11b). At the same time, for all the other variants of friction pairs, the temperature
clearly increased with increasing P. However, the nature of its change depends on the
material, which was in contact with the counter body. The temperature in the contact zone
in friction pairs (1) and (2) remained almost constant up to P = 8 MPa. Only at a specific
load of 10 MPa did the temperature increase sharply by two times (for a pair where the
counter body and disk were made of the alloy D16 with a PEO layer, column 1) and by
more than 4 times (when the counter body and disk were made of different alloys D16 and
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AMg6 with PEO layers on their surface, column 2). During the contact of the same counter
body with the disks made of the D16 and AMg6 alloys with PEO layers synthesized on
the ASC surfaces, the temperature in the zone of their contact increased gradually at a
specific pressure of 4–6 MPa (columns 3 and 4). However, in a friction pair with a disk
made of the AMg6 alloy with a PEO layer synthesized on the ASC surface, this occurred at
lower specific load (column 4). In general, the changes in temperature in the contact zone
of the analyzed tribocouples (Figure 11b) correlate well with the changes in the friction
coefficients for them in mineral oil (Figure 11a). This confirmed the determining role of
the friction coefficient between the elements of the friction pair on the temperature in the
tribo-contact zone.

The data on the mass loss W of the disks made of various materials indicate that due
to their frictional interaction with a counter body (segment) with PEO D16 in I-20 mineral
oil, the W values for the steel disks with galvanic chromium plating were the smallest
(Figure 12, column 5). At the same time, the weight loss of all four analyzed disks with
PEO layers (columns 1–4) was 4–5 times greater than that of the steel disks with galvanic
chromium plating, taken as the standard for comparison since they are the best option
under friction conditions.
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Figure 12. Average values of weight loss W depending on specific loads P, obtained for various
disks made of D16 (1) and AMg6 (2) alloys with PEO layers synthesized on their surfaces, as well as
with PEO layers on the surface of ASC D16 (3) and ASC AMg6 (4), or made of steel with galvanic
chromium plating (5), after 4 h of friction tests in I-20 mineral oil in a tribocouple with a counter body
made of D16 alloy with PEO layer.

In addition, it should be noted that, regardless of the specific load during the friction
tests, the weight loss of the PEO layers synthesized on the disks made of the D16 and AMg6
alloys (columns 1, 2) was less than that of the PEO layers synthesized on the surfaces of
ASC D16 and ASC AMg6 (columns 3, 4 respectively). The increase in the W values during
the friction of the PEO layers synthesized on the ASCs, relative to those synthesized directly
on the surface of both alloys, did not exceed 22%. The reason for this discrepancy may be
the high porosity of the PEO layers synthesized on the ASCs. After all, an increase in the
number of defects on the surface of the PEO layers will certainly intensify the wear of the
disk during friction with the less defective surface of the counter body made of the D16
alloy with a PEO layer.

It is also noted that although the weight loss of the disks with all the analyzed PEO
layers increases with an increasing specific load, the negative effect of the greater porosity
of the PEO layers on the ASC surface did not increase more for the PEO layers directly
on the aluminum alloys. This indicates good prospects for the use of a complex method
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of hardening aluminum alloys. In particular, it will be useful for restoring the surfaces of
expensive and structurally complex machine elements with traces of operational wear.

3.4. Reducing the Wear of the Disks with PEO Layers on ASCs Due to Modification of the
Lubricating Medium

The method of X-ray spectral analysis revealed the segregation of copper particles on
the friction surface of a disk (made of the D16 alloy with a PEO layer, synthesized on an
ASC, sprayed with electrodes from the D16 alloy) paired with ShKh15 steel (Figure 13).
X-ray phase analysis also confirmed the presence of copper and its compounds on the
friction surface (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. X-ray pattern obtained on the friction surface of a disk (made of D16 alloy with a copper 
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Figure 13. SEM topography with X-ray micro-spectral analysis of the friction surface of a disk (made
of D16 alloy with a copper content of about 5 wt.% and with a PEO layer synthesized on ASC D16),
obtained during tribo-contact at a specific load of 10 MPa with a counter body made of ShKh15 steel
with a hardness of 780 MPa in 15W30 motor oil with the addition of 2.5 vol.% glycerin.
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Figure 14. X-ray pattern obtained on the friction surface of a disk (made of D16 alloy with a copper
content of more then 4 wt.% in its composition and with a PEO layer synthesized on ASC D16) during
tribo-contact at a specific load of 10 MPa with a counter body made of ShKh15 steel with a hardness
of 780 MPa in 15W30 motor oil with the addition of 2.5 vol.% glycerin: o—γ-Al2O3; □—σ-Al2O3;
■—CuAl2O4; •—Cu; ×—CuO.

It is known that during friction in an active medium (with glycerin additives), condi-
tions may arise for selective transfer between tribocouple elements, which include copper or
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a copper alloy and steel [75]. To test the possibility of realizing this effect, a series of friction
tests were carried out in 15W30 motor oil and an oil–glycerin mixture (Figures 15 and 16).
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Figure 15. Change in the friction coefficient f (a) and tribo-heating temperature T (b) depending on
the specific load P during friction tests of disks (made of D16 alloy with ASC sprayed using electrodes
made of technical aluminum A0 (1, 2) or alloy D16 (3, 4), with subsequent synthesis of PEO layers on
it) in tribo-contact with a counter body made of ShKh15 steel with a hardness of 780 HV in 15W30
motor oil (1, 3) and with the addition of 2.5 vol.% glycerin (2, 4).
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Figure 16. Friction coefficient f (a) and tribo-heating temperature T (b), determined at different
specific loads P during friction tests of a disk (made of alloy D16 with ASC D16, on top of which a
layer of PEO was synthesized) in tribo-contact with a counter body (steel ShKh15 with a hardness
of 780 HV) in pure glycerin (1) and in motor oil 15W30 with the addition of 5 (2), 2.5 (3) and 1 (4)
vol.% glycerin.

For this purpose, disks made of technical aluminum of grade A0 and the alloy D16
with PEO layers synthesized on an ASC, sprayed using electrodes made of A0 and D16,
were tested in friction pairs with a counter body made of ShKh15 steel with a hardness of
780 MPa. It was established that the friction coefficient f between a disk made of the alloy
D16 with a PEO layer synthesized on ASC D16 and a counter body made of steel ShKh15 is
significantly reduced during friction tests in a mixture of 15W30 motor oil with 2.5 vol.%
glycerin. The decrease in the coefficient f occurred over the entire studied range of changes
in the specific load and ranged from 3.5 to 65 times at P = 2 and 12 MPa, respectively. The
friction coefficient remained at a fairly low level (less than 0.015) up to a specific load of
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14 MPa (Figure 15a, columns 4), and the tribo-heating temperature of the contacting pairs
did not exceed 33 ◦C (Figure 15b, curve 4).

The decrease in the friction coefficient and the slowdown in the tribo-heating of the
contact zone were less noticeable when tested in the same oil–glycerin mixture, using a
disk with a PEO layer synthesized on an ASC surface using electrodes made of technical
aluminum A0 (Figure 15, columns 2). In particular, by adding glycerin to the motor oil, the
friction coefficient decreased by only 1.8 and 3.2 times at P = 2 and 10 MPa, respectively. At
the same time, the temperature in the contact zones of this friction pair was also quite high
and at P = 12 MPa reached 140 ◦C, which is only slightly lower than that achieved during
friction in oil without the addition of glycerin (160 ◦C).

A comparison was also made of the tribological characteristics of one of the studied
friction pairs (namely a disk made of alloy D16 with a PEO layer on ASC D16 in tribo-
contact with a counter body made of hardened steel ShKh15) in pure glycerin and in a
mixture with 15W30 motor oil in small quantities (5, 2.5 and 1 vol.%) of glycerin (Figure 16).
It was established that even a small addition (1 vol.%) of glycerin to motor oil is enough
to have almost the same effect on the friction characteristics in this composition as pure
glycerin. We think that this is a consequence of the implementation of selective transfer in
the analyzed friction pair under the influence of the addition of glycerin to the motor oil.
After all, the disk is made of the D16 alloy, containing about 5 wt.% copper, and the PEO
layer on its surface is synthesized on an ASC, also sprayed using electrodes made of the
D16 alloy. In addition, segregation of the copper particles was found on its friction surface
in motor oil with the addition of glycerin (Figures 13 and 14), which was not detected when
tested in pure motor oil. Therefore, it could be that glycerol could promote the selective
transfer of copper between the elements of the analyzed friction pair. However, with the
addition of 5 vol.% glycerin to the motor oil, the friction coefficient and the tribo-heating
temperature decreased to the lowest values (Figure 16a,b).

Upon completion of the friction tests, traces of copper deposits were also found on the
surface of the steel counter body (Figure 17). This also indicates the possible implementation
of the selective transfer of copper in a tribocouple of a disk (made of the D16 alloy with
a layer of PEO synthesized on the ASC, sprayed using electrodes made of the D16 alloy)
and a counter body made of ShKh15 steel in a motor oil environment with the addition of
2.5 vol.% glycerin.
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Figure 17. X-ray spectral mapping of the counter body surface (made of ShKh15 steel with a hardness
of 780 HV) with secondary friction structures formed in a tribocouple with a disk (made of D16 alloy
with a PEO layer synthesized on top of an ASC, sprayed using an electrode of D16 alloy) in a motor
oil environment with a 2.5 vol.% of glycerin additive.

The presented research results, obtained during friction tests of a disk with a PEO
layer on ASC D16 in a tribocouple with the hardened steel ShKh15, give grounds to assert
that even a small amount of copper in the PEO layer is sufficient to implement selective
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transfer of the copper between the elements of the friction pair. Moreover, this becomes
possible even in the presence of a minimal amount of glycerin (starting from 1 vol.%) in the
motor oil.

3.5. Discussion of the Possibilities of Using the Described Results

The most well-known publications have analyzed the tribological characteristics of
friction pairs, for example, using a steel or ceramic ball with PEO layers synthesized on
aluminum alloys [76–78]. These results are useful for justifying the choice of PEO modes
and predicting wear resistance in air friction tests. However, they do not make it possible
to predict the performance of elements processed using the PEO method when used in a
friction pair with counter bodies made of traditional materials. The results described in the
article make it possible to combine knowledge of and experience in using some of the most
common methods of hardening the surfaces of aluminum alloys to form surface layers with
new qualities and capabilities. The characteristics of the PEO layers synthesized both on
homogeneous aluminum alloys and on ASCs on these alloys were analyzed in combination
with counter bodies which are particularly common in the practice of operating various
machines and mechanisms, such as bronze, cast iron and steels of varying hardness, as well
as steel with galvanic chrome plating as a hardness standard.

There are different technologies which improve the tribological properties of friction
surfaces under lubricated and non-lubricated conditions using aluminum and other ma-
terials [79–81], but in most cases, they are designed for use with flat and novel surfaces.
The idea of combining two widely used surface treatment methods (PEO and ASC) arose
regarding the problem of restoring expensive and heavily worn critical parts of complex
geometries. Their wear resistance at the beginning of operation was ensured by plating
their friction surfaces with galvanic chrome. PEO can compete with chromium plating
in terms of hardness and wear resistance, but the limited thickness of the synthesized
layers (up to 100 µm) does not allow the restoration of parts made of aluminum alloys
with significant wear. Whereas, the arc spraying method makes it possible to restore the
original dimensions of even heavily worn parts (the thickness of the coating can reach
millimeters). However, ASCs do not have the necessary hardness and wear resistance to
significantly extend the service life of the restored elements. Thus, the combination of these
two methods has made it possible to significantly improve such functionally important
properties of friction elements as hardness and wear resistance during friction without
lubrication [43]. The high porosity of the ASCs had a negative effect on the efficiency of
the PEO method. The use of supersonic ASCs in this study made it possible to reduce the
porosity of the coatings (from 4–5 to 2.9 vol.%) and thereby enhance the positive effect of
PEO. This expands the prospects for restoring complex parts operating in various friction
pairs. The results obtained in the presented study clearly showed the advantages and
disadvantages of the functional properties of various friction pairs combining traditionally
used materials (cast iron, bronze and steel of different strength levels) with PEO layers.
Therefore, these results are useful for justifying the choice of the optimal technology for the
surface hardening of parts for specific operating conditions.

Moreover, adding even a small amount of glycerin to the working lubricant for the
hardened elements can facilitate mass transfer between the friction elements. This is a
new direction in searching for the resource capabilities of existing technologies in the field
of surface engineering, with the expansion of their application to almost all the critical
industries.

4. Conclusions

The performance of various variants of PEO layers synthesized on the surface of the
hard aluminum alloys AMg6 and D16 and on ASCs deposited using electrodes made of
the same alloys during tribocontact with high-hardness elements made of hardened or
chrome-plated steel is substantiated.
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The catastrophic wear of bronze and steel with a hardness of 330 HV during their
friction with the PEO layers synthesized on the D16 alloy makes such tribocouples unsuit-
able for specific loads of more than 4 MPa. This is caused by the sharp protrusions on the
surface of the very hard PEO layer (due to its relatively high roughness) that shear off the
much softer layers of the bronze and steel, creating a suspension of micron chips in the oil.

It was established that during the frictional interaction of the disks (with PEO layers on
the D16 alloy, as well as on the ASC D16 alloy) with the various counter bodies, the higher
the micro-hardness of the counter body, the lower was its friction coefficient, tribo-heating
temperature and weight loss. The minimum values of these characteristics were obtained
in a friction pair between a disk with a PEO layer on D16 and a steel counter body with
galvanic chromium plating, characterized by the maximum micro-hardness (1050 HV)
among the analyzed counter bodies.

During the tribological interaction of a disk with a PEO layer on a D16 alloy, as well as
on ASC D16 paired with a counter body made of ShKh15 steel (780 HV), in 15W30 motor
oil with the addition of a small amount (up to 5 vol.%) of glycerin, the selective transfer of
copper could be realized between the elements of the friction pair. Traces of copper were
detected on the surfaces of both the steel counter body and the disk with a PEO layer. As a
result, the friction coefficient decreased by an order of magnitude at high specific loads (up
to 14 MPa).
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